Advocates of cyberdemocracy view the Internet as a means for providing greater constituent control over their representatives (Dyson, Gilder, Keyworth, & Toffler, 1994) . However, this vision of constituent control has not been shared by all contemporary or historical observers of politics. At first glance, it seems unlikely that Edmund Burke would have been a big fan of cyberdemocracy. Burke was, of course, the member of the British Parliament who, in 1774, argued that representatives should act as public trustees of the national interest. What was in the national interest, moreover, was for the representatives, as opposed to voters, to decide. Listening too closely to constituents would lead legislators to become advocates of parochial interests (Burke, cited in Bredvold & Ross, 1960) .
Parliament is not a congress of ambassadors from different and hostile interests, which interests each must maintain, as an agent and advocate, against other agents and advocates; but Parliament is a deliberative assembly of one nation, with one interest, that of the whole-where, not local purposes, not local prejudices ought to guide, but the general good, resulting from the general reason of the whole. You choose a member indeed; but when you have chosen him, he is not a member of Bristol, but he is a member of Parliament. (pp. 147-148) Thus, ever since 1774, there have been two sets of competing philosophies of representation. The trustee or Burkean model, where representatives act in accordance with their own judgment, versus the delegate, where representatives follow the wishes of their constituents. Philosophical arguments aside, it is obvious that voters generally prefer their legislators to be delegates. It is often noted that Burke himself was voted out of office at his constituents' earliest opportunity.
Trustee and delegate models are abstract, and it is doubtful that many legislators totally conform to either one of them. Legislators may favor one role or the other but are more likely to blend them. The committed trustee may bend to constituent opinion on issues that are hot and heavy. The committed delegate may have to rely on his or her judgment on issues where constituent opinion is either unknown or ambiguous. Furthermore, even Burke allowed listening to constituents, as long as the final decision was in the judgment of the representative.
If delegates seek constituent opinion, and it is acceptable for trustees to at least listen to it when offered, it stands to reason that such opinion will be more influential when it is the product of informed, considered, and deliberative thought. There is a difference between being opinionated and making informed decisions, just as there is between thoughtful assessment and snap judgments. Except in circumstances where opinion has become a wildfire that cannot be ignored, persuasive opinion will be that which presents a thoughtful argument. Trustees, under no obligation to accept constituent opinion, can nevertheless be persuaded by strong argument. Delegates, assuming that they are thoughtful people, know nonsense when they see it.
Discussion of issues among citizens and conveyance of opinions to legislators have been going on for as long as we have had constituents and representatives. What is new is the means by which these two groups may interact. Web sites and e-mail now provide people with both a new way to communicate with representatives-e-mail-as well as a way to discuss issues with fellow citizens, via forums and chat rooms. The two are joined when representatives join the discussion on a public forum. Furthermore, the wealth of information available on Web sites allows citizens to become informed with an unprecedented ease of access.
The development of the Internet has been accompanied by claims, or in some cases hopes, that it will bring forth a new era of politics where traditional power structures will wither and mass public participation will flourish. Futurists and advocates of cyberdemocracy tout the Internet as a way not only to boost civic involvement but to create a new civic utopia by promoting total democratic participation. They claim that it will allow the individuals to interact with fellow citizens and elected officials in ways that go beyond traditional structures (Dyson et al., 1994) . Some see this happening now, whereas others see it as a work in progress. An expressive example of such predictions is that of Grossman (1995) in his The Electronic Republic, where he predicts that ordinary citizens, "by pushing a button, typing on-line, or talking to a computer . . . will be able to tell their president, senators, members of Congress, and local leaders what they want them to do and in what priority order" (p. 149). The loosely defined term cyberdemocracy would appear to fit what Grossman was describing. And this version of constituent influence can easily be seen as causing yet another round of rotations as Mr. Burke spins in his grave.
Cyberadvocates are countered by the skeptics who do not see any electronic revolution in the making. Bimber (1998) found no relationship between increased communication and political engagement. Davis (1999) observes that a succession of 20th century communications technologies, including radio and television, neither upset power structures nor produced breakthroughs in public participation. He predicts that those who have previously dominated mass media will also dominate the Internet. McChesney (1999) is equally pessimistic: "The key point is simply that those who think the technology can produce a viable democratic public sphere by itself where policy has failed to do so are deluding themselves" (p. 183).
The cyberadvocates reply that the Web can provide at least two key components required by citizens in a democracy. It can provide the public with access to unlimited information and open forums that promote thoughtful deliberation. Writing even before the creation of the Internet, Barber (1984) and Dahl (1985) supported the notion that computers could provide the public with much needed information to support their political participation. No one would argue that the Web provides access to large amounts of information, although one might question the quality and usefulness of all the information present. There are questions as to whether forums foster deliberative debate (Ferber, Foltz, & Pugliese, 2006) . More often, it seems the home of irate ranting instead of reasoned public discourse. A democracy ought not to base its decision making on the expression of popular whim.
James Fishkin (1991) argues that government needs to support public deliberation to strengthen the democratic process. Life in a democracy involves deliberative debate and discussion. John Gastil (1993) agrees that a deliberative decision-making process must allow participants to examine all relevant sides of an issue carefully to better inform their choice of policy options. Constructive deliberation involves reasoned discourse, critical listening, and sound judgment. If the Web is to improve a democratic system, it must provide the means for significant public deliberation. It is certain that it has the potential to do so by virtue of its interactive nature.
Cyberadvocates believe that the Internet can provide the public with a mechanism for intelligent discussion. Forums and bulletin boards allow multiple individuals to participate in discussions where their perceptions can be changed through deliberation. However, is this what is really happening? Does the Internet provide opportunities for thoughtful discourse that could provide direction for delegate-style legislators or persuasive argument that might affect the judgment of trustees? To answer this question, we turn to an examination of this young and evolving medium.
A Three-Way Model
The interactive nature of the Web implies an ability to support meaningful public deliberation, but interactivity is a trendy term that is frequently used in a positive, yet often vague, manner (Ferber, Foltz, & Pugliese, 2005a Kaam's (1986) dimensions of receiver control of information and control of time and choice of subject and adds Grunig and Grunig's (1989) distinction between one-way (asymmetric) and two-way (symmetric) communication. The dimensions of direction of communication and control over the communication process were subsequently identified in a qualitative study using in-depth interviews with a panel of experts (Downes & McMillan, 2000) . The model is reproduced in Figure 1 .
Circles represent the roles that individuals and Web sites have in the process. Arrows and overlapping circles indicate the direction of communication. In the model's basic form, Web sites can be seen as the sender, and individuals using the sites-the users-are the receivers. Users, however, will also send communication in some aspects of the model.
The model begins with variations of one-way communication. The provision of information found on many sites is an example of one-way communication. McMillan (2002) considers monologue to be primarily one-way with little receiver control over the process and suggests that most corporate Web sites follow this part of the model. Feedback is largely one-way but permits limited participation, yet there is no assurance that messages feedback will generate any response.
Responsive dialogue allows two-way communication but it is the sender who retains primary control of the process. McMillan likens this aspect of the model to e-commerce sites in which the sender offers goods and services and the receiver selects and orders them. Mutual discourse allows for both parties to send and receive messages but provides participants with greater control over the process than in responsive dialogue. Chat rooms and bulletin boards serve as illustrations.
We would like to suggest that the interactive potential of sites can be better seen through a modification and addition to McMillan's model of cyberinteractivity (see Figure 2 ). Given that political Web sites have the potential to offer citizens an audience of active and engaged users interested in political discourse, it would appear that the McMillan (2002) model of cyber-interactivity (see Figure 1 ) should make provision for not just two-way communication but three-way communication aimed at influencing other parties or, in other words, providing a mechanism for public deliberation.
The McMillan model uses two-way communication as a description of not just interpersonal communication but public communication as well. We suggest that there is a difference. Two-way communication is primarily interpersonal and perhaps best illustrated by e-mail, a feature provided by most political sites. A site's e-mail directory allows users to contact other individuals, such as legislators, but not to post messages to the site. The difference is that users are not allowed to address the larger audience of site users. This is in contrast to allowing users to post messages to the site and facilitate public discourse by addressing a third party. Three-way communication allows an unknown and yet-to-be-identified party to receive the message, thus making it a publication. We are using the definition of publication that has evolved out of legal usage, in particular defamation law (Prosser, 1955) . In this sense, a publication becomes public once the message has been received by a third party. The three-way model we propose (see Figure 2 ) includes controlled response and public discourse. In controlled response, such as a poll or bulletin board, the site provides opportunities for users to participate, but the site retains significant control over the content. In a poll, the site determines the questions and presentation of the results. Controlled forums require the moderator to forward participants' comments to the site. Contrasted to that is public discourse, such as some forums and chat rooms, where participants have an almost unrestricted opportunity to determine the content. Site control is limited to action such as deleting comments for libel, obscenity, or some violation of the sites' norms. In such cases, the participants have a high level of control.
Direction of communication
Note the shifting roles of individuals and Web sites in these higher order instances of the model. In a controlled response poll, for instance, site users begin their involvement as receivers, but some of these receivers move on to be participants when they choose to provide responses to poll questions. In public discourse, where the site exerts little control over content, the site becomes a participant, as does any other user who posts comments.
Method
Building on our evaluation of all 50 state legislatures' Web sites in the summers of 2002 and 2004 and our analysis of the NJ.com community networks in fall 2005 and spring 2006, we apply the model to three types of sites: government sites, community networks, and political sites. We examine them to determine their instances of one-, two-, and three-way communication, looking especially for two-and three-way, as we find this to be more interactive. It is these higher degrees of interactivity that are likely to provide a venue for true public deliberation.
Features of a site were considered to be more interactive aspects when they enabled at least a two-way exchange between the user and site, including the user's ability to modify the exchange. Interactivity was also indicated when users' subsequent visits were modified by activities of earlier sessions, especially when sites provided unique information in responding to individuals' requests. Aids to navigation were considered more interactive when they included online help. Virtual tours were considered interactive if they allowed the user to affect the camera angle or navigate through images. Educational materials, especially for children, were considered interactive if they allowed users to receive individualized responses, usually scores and indications of having answered quiz questions correctly. Many sites included aids to navigation, virtual tours, and educational materials that may have been useful but did not allow user input.
The following features always met our criterion of interactivity: public forums, active e-mail to organization personnel, active e-mail to Webmasters or other technical personnel, site search engines, personalized site layouts, e-subscriptions, and options to determine information, such as "Who's My Legislator?" by entering zip codes or other individual information or clicking on a map. Online polls were counted as an interactive feature only when they were directly available on the site, as opposed to options on the pages of some secondary site. (In the case of the legislative pages, an example of this would be pages controlled by individual legislators.)
Second, we examined the direction of the communication by determining if it was one-, two-, or three-way. A blog, for example, would promote only one-way communication if it simply allowed the public to view its contents without any way of responding. If it had a mechanism for e-mailing the author and initiating a potential dialogue between two individuals, it was considered two-way. Like many e-conferences, the blog could allow viewers to post to a bulletin board where either the author or other readers could respond to the comments, thus featuring three-way communication.
These three levels are further divided by receiver control. Three-way features may provide the sender (owner of the site) with the ability to limit who and what is posted. Such a site would have low receiver control. In contrast, anyone may be able to post with the owner having little ability to control what appears. Such a site would have high receiver control and more potential for true public deliberation.
Results

State Legislative Sites
The evaluation of state legislative Web sites in 2002 and 2004 reveals that they provided information rather than promoted debate. They were also somewhat homogeneous, as almost all of them had provisions for e-mail and determining the identity of one's legislator, and almost all failed to provide polls or public forums that cyberdemocrats deem essential.
Even though the majority of the content provided one-way interactivity via what the McMillan model would call monologue, they all showed a significant attempt to promote two-way communication, more so 394 BULLETIN OF SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY & SOCIETY / October 2007 through responsive dialogue than mutual discourse. Two-way communication was permitted on almost all sites through active e-mail to legislators and Webmasters. Most sites had some means of identifying who the user's representative was. Other features encouraged two-way communication, such as e-subscriptions found in more than half of the states. Site search engines were found in only 13 states, although many others had search engines of other types, such as for bill content. Michigan's site was the most personalized by allowing users to redesign the site layout. Two other states featured notification of pending action based on personalized bill lists.
Three-way communication was rare on these sites. Only three states had sitewide polls, and in one case, the poll had only five simple questions, one-ended comments, and no posted results. In reality, this poll was not three-way communication. No sites provided public discourse (three-way communication) because there were no forums, chat rooms, or bulletin boards where users could post messages. The presence of features is shown in Table 1 . Most of the features were placed in the model's categories of one-way or twoway communication.
The Web sites in 2004 were no more interactive than when we first evaluated them in 2002 (Ferber, Foltz, & Pugliese, 2003) . Since then, only three states have added polls, and one was of dubious utility. None had a public forum, and Massachusetts's studentfocused chat room ("E-Vent") had been discontinued. The limited presence of interactivity on these Web sites suggests that they have yet to realize their potential or meet expectations of cyberdemocracy advocates. The ideals of cyberdemocracy can only be achieved when citizens are allowed access to the sites and a voice in the contents of those sites.
Critics might argue that the current lack of online polling and public forums is evidence that state legislative Web sites are attempting to silence public expression. However, there are other reasons to explain why these features are not present. Publishing editorials and political commentary may violate the standards of nonpartisanship under which some of these sites operate. The need to monitor the sites for obscene and/or libelous comments that could be posted in a forum would require additional time, money, and effort. If that were not enough, government Webmasters would then confront the need to delete the offending content and then endure the subsequent accusations of censorship and violations of the First Amendment. They will probably be criticized if they remove offensive content and criticized if they do not. The "no win" nature of this situation may lead them to simply avoid such problems by not having a forum in the first place.
Polls are also not immune to criticism for a number of reasons. Reducing public discourse to questions requiring simple yes/no or agree/disagree questions might not be in the best interests of deliberative debate. Oftentimes, the manner in which a question is worded or an issue is framed can affect the outcome of a poll. Given the diverse "ownership" of legislative Web sites, including two or more political parties and hundreds of legislators, deciding whether to include a forum or poll and how poll questions would be selected and worded becomes problematic. Moreover, polls can be manipulated by orchestrated log-in campaigns, thus producing a type of electronic ballot box stuffing. Given these conditions, one could argue that a state legislature site's primary purpose is to inform constituents and not to facilitate discourse. And, as providers of information, many performed quite well. 
Community Network (NJ.com)
The entire NJ.com site provides only a single interactive function. It is simply a public forum open for "public discussion." NJ.com provides a forum for every county and most of the municipalities within New Jersey. Owing to its nature, it inherently provides three-way communication. The site uses a string approach-anybody can enter into any discussion at any time, adding to the conversation. This site has a relatively high level of receiver control. Because of the open nature of the site, the choice of topics is up to the participants, and the quality of the information provided on the site is limited to the quality of those who use it. Unlike the legislative sites, there is no one responsible for ensuring the quality of the information posted. However, the site does seem to remove inappropriate messages, although little guidance is given as to what is deemed inappropriate for posting.
We first examined the communications on the site prior to the 2005 gubernatorial election. We classified all of the messages in one of the following categories: business, consumer, sports, education, government, politics, personal attack, public service, civic pride, or other. We were particularly interested in the categories of government, politics, and public service because these could be seen as fostering civic engagement.
A government message focused on a specific government function or addressed a particular official. An example of a government posting would be, "How many firefighters did Cherry Hill hire off of the latest test?" Political messages were often more critical and tended to either focus on the election or deal with partisan issues. The following illustrates a political message (NJ.com):
The current system overwhelmingly favors the incumbent. This discourages people from running. If you "serve one, sit one," more people will be encouraged to run. I'm not advocating that people who run for office should be barred from running for a different office (Corzine just did this), nor do I think a serving TC member can't run for the next open TC seat in the next election cycle (one year). I just think that our democracy stagnates because it seems impossible to defeat the imcumbent [sic] .
We also found public service announcements about fundraisers or changes in trash pickup and the like. An example of a public service message is as follows (NJ.com The largest group of messages was political. Table 2 shows that they made up more than a third of the total messages. Messages relating to civic engagement (political, government, and public service) made up more than half, or 52%, of the messages. This, of course, does not judge the intellectual depth of these messages.
To determine if the large amount of civic engagement dialogue was due to the election, we reevaluated the site the following March (2006). We found less than half the total number of messages, but the percentage of civic engagement-related ones was actually higher at 63.6%. There was a considerable difference between political and governmental messages (see Table 3 ). It seems that the election did focus a lot of the discussion toward a political (partisan) direction. Without the election, the messages turned to more mundane government issues. The site is obviously interactive and promotes threeway communication. The question remains if the site promotes true public deliberation. Within the different forums, there was little rhyme or reason for the subject of the messages. Whereas many centered their discussions on the local elections (political) during our first examination, one had a large number of messages concerning the moving of the local Home Depot store (business). Another seemed to have a law and order focus to it. For instance, there was great concern about the stay of execution of a person on death row and the honoring of a two-time, cop-killing transvestite as "prisoner of the month" at the women's prison in which he was being held (government). Because we only evaluated small slices of time, we have no way of judging whether these tendencies were symptomatic of the particular forums and their users or simply an artifact of the times at which we assessed the site.
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Political dialogue made up a significant portion of the forums during the period leading up to the election. In fact, some political leaders and candidates seemed to be participating. (We use "seemed" because we only have their word as to their identity.) But although political commentary was common, it often seemed to lack deliberative qualities. Although we did not formally evaluate the quality of the content, we were nevertheless exposed to it in our process of categorization. We were unimpressed with the civic quality of much of the dialogue. A large portion degenerated quickly into name-calling. In addition, there were many instances of poor grammar, bad spelling, off-the-cuff responses, and specious reasoning. Many messages were single sentences or even just fragments. Others were unrelated to the preceding messages in the string. Almost all of the participants wrote under some sort of "screen name," with very few postings associated with what appeared to be a real name. Although this may be typical of electronic discussion, it also avoids serious ownership of one's ideas. It may also strike some as the electronic equivalent of physically attending a town meeting but speaking with a paper bag over one's head.
Is NJ.com a significant step toward the new democracy envisioned by the futurists and cyberadvocates? It certainly provides the platform for three-way communication with a high degree of receiver control, which was not found in the institutional sites of state legislatures. Whether it rises to the level of public deliberation is a matter of judgment.
Political Sites
The final group of sites that we examined included those of political parties and interest groups. The Republican National Committee Web site (http://www.rnc.org and http://www.gop.com) and the Democratic National Committee Web site (http://www.dnc.org) are very similar in both design and features. Both have vertical banners where users can click to post on a blog, learn about the party, engage in some political action, follow an issue, learn about the party's agenda, join an interest group or "team," register to vote, or contact the committee. Both sites have educational pages that contain such information as a history of the party, the party leadership, the stance on issues or platform, and donor groups or organizing committees.
Both sites aided users in writing to the editors of local papers and located the papers by zip code. The Democratic site even provided "talking points" to help get the writer started. The Republican site went a step further by allowing users to insert prewritten editorial content of four major issues into the letter with a simple click. Although both sites made writing letters to the editors easier, they also encouraged users to toe the party line. The result is that both sites promote a form of semicontrolled response rather than public discourse.
Both sites allow for streaming audio and video, with some coming from YouTube (http://www.youtube.com). The Republican site has podcasting in iTunes, Sony PSP, and XML feeds. Both sites have personal layouts, so one can create a personal Web site. The Republican site allows one to create one's own site on GOP.com. The Democratic site allows users to create their own site using "Partybuilder," a set of tools to organize and maintain a political site. It allows for social networking, event planning, fundraising, and soliciting petitions, letters, and blogs.
Both sites have forums referred to as blogs. Either by accident or design, site placement of these features follows a left-right ideological continuum, with the Democratic blog at the extreme left of the page, and the Republicans on the right. The opening blog page for both parties appears to be limited to the posts of certain employees. On the Republican page, most comments are from Katie MacGuidwin, the "eCampaign Staff Assistant." On the Democratic side, the blog page, named "Kicking Ass," has comments posted mostly by Tracy Russo, the party's "Online Outreach Coordinator."
Responses to the official postings are found under a comment feature. Individuals must be registered to participate on the Democratic blog, but any user may Ferber et al. / CYBERDEMOCRACY 397 view the posted comments. The Republican blog requires registration for posting or viewing.
These features on the party sites qualify as three-way controlled response and might approach three-way public discourse. The choice of topics and initial postings is controlled by employees of the parties, but the comment section can sometimes be rather freewheeling. As for content, again, we did not attempt to formally analyze or rate its quality. But from our informal examination, we can observe that these exchanges tended to reinforce support of the party's position, as opposed to being any deliberative debate on the merits of policy positions. A list of features that the sites have in common appears in Table 4 .
The two sites had a number of differences, with the Republican site having more features. The Republican site had a poll, but the questions were hardly political. For instance, one question asked, "What was your favorite GOP.com Web video of the last year?" The Democratic site had no polls at all. The Republican site allowed one to call one's U.S. senators, Congressional representatives, and governors with talking points already provided. It also had "GOP stuff," complete with screensavers, T-shirts, hats, mugs, and computer codes for adding news feeds to one's site. The Democratic site had no such merchandising.
Thus, both parties' Web sites provided a significant number of interactive features and some elements of three-way communication. However, they seemed to have a high degree of control over the total content. Both parties focused their sites toward fundraising and empowering the party faithful and not on creating a platform for any significant deliberation or debate of issues. Both tended toward bashing their opponents.
We also examined the MoveOn family of organizations, which has a Web site at http://www.moveon.org/. This interest group took its name from the online petition to "Censure President Clinton and Move On to Pressing Issues Facing the Nation" (http://www.moveon.org/ about.html). It shares a number of features with the national political parties' sites: MoveOn.org allows users to send electronic petitions and e-mails to senators and representatives. Users are invited to contribute money to various campaigns and causes as well as host house parties. The site allows for streaming video in the form of their advertisements and links to YouTube.com. Users can sign up for e-mail messages from the "press office." Press releases are posted and one can receive alerts without becoming a member. Users can also subscribe to updates on MoveOn.org's civic actions.
Although the organization has been much ballyhooed for its success in raising money and the awareness of issues, it had fewer features than either of the political party's sites. It did not provide users with help in sending editorials to newspapers or in registering to vote. It had no online polling, and the educational material only applied to their own campaigns. Users could not even look up who their representatives were. There were no personal layouts and no links to a forum. The forum was located on a separate site that is, as of March 2007, "on vacation." This vacation is unfortunate, as it was the sole three-way communication feature of the site. MoveOn states, "As we did in 2004, we've suspended ActionForum for the final push to the election to conserve technology bandwidth." Given that it was months after the election when our analysis was conducted, there may be some other reason or reasons for the suspension of the forum.
MoveOn.org's forum, before it was suspended, was termed an "action forum." Comments were structured by the preference of the participants by reader ratings rather than by chronological order. Participants were asked to rate comments with regard to their perceived quality. Comments that had the highest ratings rose to the top of the board whereas those with less support fell to the bottom. Thus, participants had a high level of control over the content of the forum. information or services but not to encourage deliberation or any broad-based interaction that supports it. The Web sites of state legislatures, although varying in quality, generally do a good job of providing unprecedented access to information, but they do not try to foster deliberation through forums, chat rooms, or the like (Ferber, Foltz, & Pugliese, 2005b) . It is true that they facilitate communication between constituents and legislators via e-mail, and the opinions expressed by constituents may be better informed thanks to the access to information afforded through the Web sites. But information existed prior to the Internet, and constituents used to write letters. The state legislature Web site's technology may improve access to information and facilitate contact, but they are only minimally interactive and do not provide the platform for three-way communication and public deliberation.
Discussion
A big question remains as to who is taking advantage of this ease of access to information. One vision sees ordinary citizens sitting in front of their laptops, whereas a competing one suggests that the Web site information is most used by professionals such as lobbyists, journalists, and researchers-those being the same "expert" audiences who would have sought such information in the pre-Internet age but can now take advantage of the convenience of Web sites. Further research should address the issue of who is the audience for these Web sites.
If discussion of political matters is not common on the institutional Web sites of state legislatures, it is taking place in blogs, forums, and chat rooms. Our examination of community forums in New Jersey communities found that three-way communication is taking place. But questions emerge as to whether this is the promise of cyberdemocratic deliberation. Does the quality of discussion in these media promote informed and considered opinion or ill-informed and off-the-cuff complaints? Second, how many citizens actually partake of this activity-large numbers of people or the same small set endlessly repeating themselves?
Political Web sites such as the Democratic and Republican party sites seemed to primarily facilitate the collection of public donations and rallying the faithful. They tended to provide highly politicized information (when compared with the more neutral offerings of the government sites). They provided some two-and three-way interaction but are limited in scope and usefulness for promoting public deliberation. Overall, they were venues for aiding political campaigns, for getting candidates into office, but not for providing the public an opportunity for serious debate.
In the end, a Web site does what the owners (senders) want, and users (receivers) tend to have control only if the site allows it. An assessment of electronic deliberation needs to look at many venues, and such an assessment will be more meaningful if the examination occurs within some common framework. Toward that end, we propose herein a model of interaction to be applied to electronic communication of the Internet. It values structures and practices that encourage deliberation and allows receivers to become participants.
Edmund Burke might not be totally aghast at the Internet if its effect was to foster informed opinion and well-founded arguments. Even an old diehard trustee-legislator would be hard-pressed simply to dismiss such input. However, we are not so certain that the quality of the discourse we examined would impress Burke. Nonetheless, our model postulates that making public the discourse of participants is an end well worth pursuing.
